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This contribution to O.A. Smirnitskaya’s Festschrift deals with the 
languages that have occupied both of us since student days: Gothic, 
Icelandic, and English (obviously not in this order). It also touches 
on a subject important for her and me, namely, the nature of truth 
in literature, even though most of what is said below concerns lying. 
I very much hope that this modest essay, the evidence of my livelong 
admiration of the honoree’s work, will bring her joy and perhaps even 
stimulate her future research into the problems touched on below.
Countless pages have been written about the meaning of truth (truth 

as an abstract concept, as a legal concept, as the opposite of fiction, and 
so forth), while lying, which is equally complex, has attracted minimal 
attention. Among historical linguists, only Hjalmar Frisk (1936) compared 
the treatment of the words for “truth” and “lie” in the Indo-European 
languages. His focus was on etymology, and he discovered a puzzling 
phenomenon: the words for “lie” are always non-derivative, while those 
for “truth” are formed from nouns (cf. tru-th, Wahr-heit, sann-indi, and the 
like, all the way to Indo-Iranian). Does it follow that “lie” is a primary, more 
basic concept than “truth”? Hardly so, but we may perhaps conclude that 
in the remote past, “truth” and “lie” did not form a “privative” opposition, 
like “day” and “night”: “lie” had its own sphere of application and did not 
necessarily designate the opposite or negation of “truth.” The list in Buck 
(1949: 1168–1170) confirms Frisk’s conclusions, of which one is especially 
important for the discussion that follows: as regards etymology, hardly any 
word for “lie” is transparent, while words like true, even when obscure, are 
seldom impenetrable. The difference between Russian istina ‘that which is 
indisputably, undeniably true’ and pravda ‘that which is correct’ does not 
seem to exist outside Slavic.

In 1927, a unique encyclopedia of lying (see Lüge in the references) 
appeared in Leipzig. Philologists may find some useful information in 
Richard Thurnwald’s chapter “Lying in Primitive Culture” (pp. 396–413). 
Both “truth” and “lie” had a legal aspect. “Truth” evolved from “being 
(present)” into “something confirmed by witnesses’ testimony,” while 
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“lie” came to mean “concealed or undemonstrable evidence” rather than 
“deliberate deception.”

Some Old Icelandic sagas (they are called fornaldarsögur ‘sagas of 
old ages’) described the heroes’ incredible adventures and exploits abroad. 
They were the equivalent of our Trivialliteratur and enjoyed tremendous 
popularity. It may be worth noting that the modern view of Old Icelandic 
literature is quite different from the medieval one. The famous sagas of 
Icelanders, or family sagas (Íslendingasögur), the glory of world literature, 
were certainly treasured. However, judging by the sumptuous manuscripts 
of the konungasögur, or the sagas of the kings, those tales enjoyed much 
greater prestige than the Íslendingasögur. Yet it was the Trivialliteratur, the 
pulp fiction, that people really loved and continued to copy as late as the 
twentieth century.

The terminus technicus for fornaldarsögur has not come down to 
us. A single time one such saga was called lygisaga. The other time the 
word lygisaga occurred it referred to an unsubstantiated, withdrawn report. 
It does not seem that in the thirteenth century, lygisaga designated a literary 
genre, the more so as the concept of the prose genre did not exist at that 
time, at least in Iceland (hence the absence of a special term). But later, 
the word caught on, and lygisaga was understood as ‘lying saga’, with 
the implication that such a tale contained a pack of (entertaining) lies and 
that people took it for such. This view owes its existence to an aberration 
of vision. A lygisaga was a lie in one sense only: no witnesses or tradition 
(“as is known; people say,” and so forth) could corroborate the truthfulness 
of those narratives. The notion of onus probandi was, as it seems, loose 
(if something could not be dismissed as false, it was “true”). A lie was 
not “truth distorted” (for which the word skrök existed) but an unrefuted 
report, a weaker version of truth. (One more digression from Russian: 
Russ. vrat’ ‘to lie shamelessly, to indulge in blatant lies’, like istina, cited 
above, is hard to translate into any modern European language, but skrök-
va is a perfect fit.) The events described in a saga of old days could have 
happened (and so perhaps they did). Such was the understanding of lygi. 
Details and abundant references to the scholarly literature can be found in 
my recent book (Liberman 2018), about one third of which is devoted to 
the difference between the meanings of Old Icel. lygi and its continuation 
in the modern language. What holds for Icelandic also holds for the 
other Germanic languages and, quite possibly, for Old French. This brief 
overview does not pretend even to scratch the surface of the multifaceted 
subject of medieval lying. For instance, it avoids the all-important problem 
of fraud (see especially Schreiner 1966), but fraud has no bearing on the 
question at the center of the present paper.
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That over time words change their meanings is a universally known 
fact, and, as a result, people tend to ignore it. Semantic change follows the 
same laws as change in phonetics and grammar: there is a constant tug of 
war between the conservative and the avant-garde styles, and speakers usu-
ally become aware of the change only after “the harm is done” and all the 
carriers of the archaic norm are dead.

The richest corpus of Old Germanic literature has been preserved in 
Iceland, and we are fortunate in being able to follow the development of 
Old Icel. ljúga. In the eddic poem Þrymskviða, Thor asks Loki, who has 
flown back home from the country of the giants, to share the news right 
away, because he who tarries (sits or lies down: Loki is still in the air) is 
prone to tell downright (arrogant) falsehoods. The crucial place sounds so: 
“liggiandi lygi um bellir.” The idea is not that such a person intentionally 
deceives people but that he becomes an unreliable witness (his memory and 
testimony can no longer be trusted). 

The modern implication of giving somebody the lie is that the “liar” 
knows the truth but distorts it, for, when we only disagree, we may say that 
the other party is uninformed, wrong, erring, or even deluded, but we won’t 
throw the accusation of lying at such a person. Obviously, such an accusa-
tion is not what Thor had in mind. I would like to quote a sentence from the 
National Geographic magazine that once (in 2014) caught my attention. 
A scholar was explaining that our sun was in many respects unique, and 
said: “When I was in highschool. . . , we were taught that earth orbits an 
average star. But that’s a lie.” In my opinion, the word lie was misused, 
because the authors of the books the man had read, as well as his teachers, 
conveyed the information about “an average star” whose veracity they did 
not doubt. Likewise, Ptolemy did not “lie” when he wrote that a stationary 
earth was the center of the universe: he was mistaken.

It appears that Thor’s request to Loki contains the noun lygi in its 
oldest meaning (‘untrustworthy evidence’), and in Old Icelandic prose, we 
occasionally observe the same usage, though the context is seldom fully 
unambiguous. However, the verb ljúga (incidentally, not a frequent verb) 
also occurs as it is understood today. Thus, we read in Heiðarvíga saga 
(Íslensk Fornrit 3: 261): “mun þik eigi bresta at ljúga, hvat þér sýnisk 
hagligast . . .” (“lie to your heart’s content when you find it profitable”). 
More than once, we are uncertain which sense to ascribe to ljúga, but this 
is our problem: to those people ‘to distort the truth’ and ‘to provide un-
trustworthy evidence’ were still two senses of the same verb. We observe 
the process (ljúga changing its meaning) but cannot always decide where 
we are at any given moment. Yet the fact of the process is beyond dispute.

I may add that Halldór Laxness, an avid reader of the sagas, noticed 
the change being discussed here. In his novel Íslands klukkan (Iceland’s 
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Bell), the character based on Árni Magnússon says: “In Persia, lying was 
not prohibited as long as one lied so cleverly that testimony could not re-
fute his words (að eingin kynni afsanna við hann).” But, he continues: “If 
someone lied so ineptly that he was found out or if he lied another time, he 
was proclaimed to be a swindler; if it was proved (ef sannaðist á hann) that 
he had lied a third time, his tongue was cut out” (Vaka-Helgafell ed., 1991, 
p. 279). Compare the Russian saying ne poiman, ne vor “not a thief unless 
caught.” Later, the same man is quoted by his wife: “Nothing is true that 
has not been proved, and therefore it is not true” (ekkert er satt sem ekki 
sannast, og þessvegna er það ekki satt) (p. 410). 

Yet, when Laxness, in another historical novel, lets his eleventh-cen-
tury characters speak, he allows them to use ljúga the way it is done now-
adays. For instance: “Undur mikið hversu mart þú kant ljúga, mælti hún. 
En það er kallað ástarmerki ef maður lýgur að konu og talar eigi satt; og 
þá ann kona manni er hún trúir honum þó að hún viti hann ljúga; or er gott 
að heyra þig ljúga. Ljúgðu.” (“ ‘It’s a true wonder how much you can lie,’ 
she said. ‘Yet they say it is a sign of love when a man lies to a woman and 
does not tell the truth; and a woman loves a man if she believes him, even 
though she knows that he lies. It is good to hear you lying. So lie away.’ 
” (Gerpla. Reykjavík: Helgafell, 1952: 93; the title means approximately 
‘mock heroics’.)

The fact that in the High Middle Ages (and of course, earlier), truth 
and lying were legal terms may perhaps shed light on the origin of the 
Gothic verbs liugan ‘to lie’ and liugan ‘to marry’. Are they two verbs or do 
we have two amazingly dissimilar senses of one word? In my 2018 book, 
referred to above, I very briefly touched on this question, but that book was 
written for the historians of Icelandic literature, not for linguists, and I only 
mentioned the problem (pp. 45–47). To solve the riddle of Go. liugan, we 
should bear in mind three facts: the etymology (and this means the oldest 
sense) of liugan ‘to lie’ is unknown (the same, as already noted, holds for 
practically all the old words for “lying” in the Indo-European languages), 
and in Old Germanic, to the extent that it is available to us, lying occured 
not only in the context of moral disapproval but also in connection with 
unrevealed or unrevealable information. Finally, liugan ‘to marry’ is also 
a word of unknown origin, and experience shows that an etymologically 
opaque word can never provide a clue to another word, equally opaque.

The unquestionable cognates of Go. liugan ‘to lie’ are known only in 
Germanic, Slavic (Russ. lgat’, etc.), and presumably Baltic, though Lithu-
anian lúgōti and Latvian lùgt mean “to request.” “To lie” and “to request” 
have little in common. An attempt has been made to connect them via Old 
Icel. lokka ‘to seduce’, Old Engl. loccian ‘to flatter’, and their Old High 
German synonym: admittedly, one can tempt and seduce by lying (Specht 
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1943: 36, with reference to J. Endzelīn). But it is unlikely that ‘to tell 
falsehoods’ is the initial sense of Go. liugan and the rest. To make matters 
worse, the status of lokka / loccian in the chain liugan – lúgōti is far from 
clear. Our most authoritative dictionaries are uncharacteristically reserved 
on this point: loccian, we are told, displays the zero grade (it certainly does, 
but nothing follows from this fact) and an expressive geminate (possibly, 
unless it is a mysterious product of Kluge’s Law). However, the details are 
never discussed. AEW (p. 365) says that ljúga and lokka may perhaps be 
related, and it is hard to go beyond this cautious statement.

Old Irish fullugaim ‘I hide, conceal’ is another dubious or even im-
probable cognate of Go. liugan ‘to lie, tell falsehoods’ because of its seem-
ingly proven affinity with Go. lagjan ‘to lay’, the causative of ligan ‘to 
lie, repose’. For the verb lagjan reliable Irish cognates have been found, 
and, obviously, if fullugaim is akin to lagjan, it cannot be akin to liugan 
‘to tell falsehoods’. Yet it keeps appearing in the works of the most reli-
able etymologists. We can probably do without it here, because its meaning 
provides no additional clues to our reconstruction. It is also safer to ignore 
the forms from Middle Persian and Hittite, mentioned for completeness’ 
sake and dismissed by Feist, bearing in mind the rule about one word of 
unknown origin being unable to elucidate another hard word.

My etymological database (Liberman et al. 2010) contains 31 ref-
erences to journal publications touching on the history of Engl. lie and its 
secure and putative cognates, but no new ideas about the verb’s distant ori-
gin have emerged for decades (the most important relatively recent contri-
butions discuss the Old English protoform: De Caluwé-Dor 1969, Peeters 
1973 and 1989: 296, and Dietz 2000). Our best hope to make progress is to 
inquire whether Go. liugan ‘to lie, tell falsehoods’ has anything to do with 
Go. liugan ‘to marry’.

The recognized cognates of liugan ‘to marry’ are again from Celtic 
and mean “oath.” Feist (1939) glossed the Gothic noun liuga as ‘marriage, 
legal union’ (Bindung). Lehmann (p. 235) probably should not have written 
“wedding, marriage from ‘oath’,” because Timothy IV: 3 does not sub-
stantiate this gloss and because nothing in the inner form of liuga suggests 
the idea of swearing an oath; besides, marriage is not the same as wed-
ding. It remains unclear whether Old Icel. ørlog ‘fate; death; battle’(the 
plural of the neuter noun ørlag ‘conclusion’) is related to Go. liuga and 
why the speakers of Old Icelandic borrowed ørlygi ‘battle’ from Middle 
Low German. Those words will not be discussed below. There is a con-
sensus that Go. liuga is a borrowing of Old Irish lu(i)ge (<*lugiom) ‘oath’. 
Neither “wedding” nor “marriage” is a synonym of “oath,” even though a 
connection is easy to make. If liuga is indeed a borrowing, it aligns itself 
with other Germanic loanwords from Celtic, such as Go. aiþs ‘oath’, arbi 
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‘inheritance’, dulgs ‘debtor’, and freis ‘free’, all of them legal terms. And 
this is what is usually said.

What follows is a breakdown of the considerations several scholars 
offered as proof of liugan1 and liugan2 stemming from the same etymon. 
The first of such scholars was Jacob Grimm (1826: 88), who in general 
believed that homonyms in old languages should, wherever possible, 
be traced to the same proto-root and proto-sense and marshaled many 
arguments buttressing up his view. As regards Go. liugan, his starting point 
was Latin nūbo, related to nūbes ‘cloud’ and nēbūla ‘mist, smoke’. He did 
not comment on the verb’s uses, at that time (but not nowadays!) known to 
his readers. Nūbere meant ‘to cover, veil oneself, as a bride’; hence ‘to wed; 
marry’, when the man was the subject of the sentence. The verb took the 
dative (nūbere aliquo), as did liugan in Gothic (jah sa ize. . .liugaiþ ‘and he 
who marries her’: M. V: 32) and meant ‘to marry a man’. 

In Latin, to express the idea of marrying a woman, several phrases 
existed; one of them was domum ducere (cf. Russ. vyiti zamuzh about a 
woman versus zhenit’sia about a man). Likewise, as Grimm observed, Old 
Engl. hǣman, though meaning ‘coire; to have sexual intercourse’, referred 
to the man (unlike co-ire!), who brought the woman to her new home 
(hām). The bride had been “given away.” To reinforce his conclusion, 
Grimm cited Spanish velare and velarse ‘to marry’, in which the idea of 
veiling is obvious. The relevant passage is less than a paragraph long. 
I may perhaps add that later, several etymologists tried to find a connection 
between the word wife (German Weib) and the ritual of veiling, but those 
attempts should be dismissed as wrong (see Liberman 2011).

Nothing Jacob Grimm ever wrote was ignored by his contemporaries 
and followers, and Schade (1882, liugan), in his comprehensive dictionary, 
endorsed Grimm’s opinion as self-evident. He also cited the authorities 
whom all philologists consulted at that time (Lorenz Diefenbach, August 
Pott, and August Fick), but noted that Leo Meyer (1863: 303) preferred to 
treat liugan ‘to marry’ and Lat. legāre ‘to collect’ and its Greek cognate as 
related.

Surprisingly, this episode in the history of Gothic etymology was 
forgotten so completely that no trace of it appears in Kluge’s compendium 
Urgermanisch (1913: the same in the earlier editions), Uhlenbeck’s 1900 
dictionary of Gothic etymology (the same in the first edition), or in the 
early editions of Feist. Francis A. Wood wrote in 1898 (223, No. 22): “No 
one, as far as I know, has ever attempted to connect Goth. liugan ‘lie’ and 
liugan ‘marry’.” He derived both from the root *leugh ‘bend’. This root is 
said to have produced words for “wrong” and “deceive.” “Again to ‘bend’ 
or ‘twist’ meant primarily ‘bind’. OIr. luige ‘oath’ was a ‘bond’... Notice 
also that Lat. foedus ‘league’ is used of the marriage contract” (p. 224). 
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Uhlenbeck (1905: 299, No. 222) dismissed Wood’s reconstruction, but his 
only counterargument was that liugan ‘to lie’ and liugan ‘to marry’ go back 
to different roots, *leughe and leughē respectively — hardly a crushing 
objection. From the semantic point of view, Wood’s idea that “bend” is akin 
to “bind” reminds us of Leo Meyer’s legāre.

In a short review of Feist’s second edition, Vendryes (1924) noted 
that liugan1 and liugan2 could be derived from the same etymon, assuming 
that the initial sense of both had been ‘misleading promise, false oath’. 
With time, the reference to deception, he suggested, could have been 
lost. Similar semantic zigzags are known, and Vendryes cited one such. 
Guesswork of this type is rarely persuasive. Also, as we have seen, the 
idea that the original meaning of liugan was ‘to deceive’ is far less obvious 
than Vendryes believed. Other than that, he had little doubt that liugan ‘to 
marry’ had been borrowed from Celtic.

Etymologists are known for reinventing the same wheel over and over 
again. Hermann Güntert, an imaginative researcher, in a way, anticipated 
Jost Trier’s method. Both often produced attractive but flimsy fabrics, in 
addition to saying many indubitably new and inspiring things. Güntert, as 
I suspect, read neither Wood’s article nor Vendryes’s review, but, like them, 
he believed (see Güntert 1923: 68–69) that liugan1 and liugan2 belong 
together. His starting point was the senses ‘to bind’ for marrying and ‘to 
bend; wind; plait’ for lying: one “binds” by marriage and “bends, winds” 
when lying. True to his method, he strung together a great number of words, 
supposedly akin to liugan, yet the words were quite different from Wood’s!

A few years later, Mladenov (1929: 60–61), who, too, was unaware 
of his predecessors, suggested that the semantic basis of the Gothic 
verbs was ‘to speak; conjure’. In his opinion, liugan ‘to marry’ implied 
‘solemn speaking; giving a promise’, while liugan ‘to lie’ presupposed 
‘false speaking’. Both senses were said “to belong together despite the 
enantiosemy (Gegensinn).” 

Once again, we are presented with imaginative guesswork, but 
a certain detail in the paper deserves our attention. Mladenov set out to 
refute D.V. Bubrikh’s idea (1926: 72–73) that Go. liuga ‘marriage’, Old 
Frisian loga ‘to marry’, and Proto-Celtic *lugio (Old Irish luige) ‘oath’ 
(the latter, as noted, traditionally believed to be the source of the Germanic 
word) had been borrowed from Proto-Finnish. Bubrikh cited Estonian luge 
‘to pronounce, read, count’, along with its cognates, and concluded that 
the Celtic and Germanic forms had been borrowed from Proto-Finnish, 
because, allegedly, it was the Finns who taught their neighbors magic. 
Among others, he referred to the Old Finnish word luvut ‘incantations for 
healing’.
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In Mladenov’s view, neither the Indo-Europeans borrowed from the 
Finns nor the Finns from the Indo-Europeans: he pleaded for a protolanguage 
of them all. It is disappointing that no Germanic scholar has paid attention 
to the Finnish word. Feist knew Mladenov’s article and dismissed it without 
discussion along with all the other publications suggesting the unity of 
liugan1 and liugan2, and specialists in Nostratic linguistics do not seem 
to have read Bubrikh’s article, the whole of which will hardly convince 
anyone today, but some of his etymologies can perhaps be rescued.

Before coming to what seems to be the most promising work on 
the subject, I would like to reproduce Buck’s list of the senses that have 
been suggested as the kernels from which the concept of lying (that is, 
telling falsehoods) developed in Indo-European: Greek (to which we owe 
pseudo): no clue; Latin: perhaps “something thought up”; Celtic: possibly 
from “fall; destruction”; Germanic (no clue; the idea inspired by the Baltic 
congeners and not rejected by Frisk that lying is bending is not mentioned; 
likewise, the debate, discussed above, left no trace in Buck’s summary, in 
which only the secure cognates of liugan appear); Indo-Iranian: a possible 
connection with ‘erodedness’ and ‘injury, harm’. Jacob Grimm’s reference 
to veiling was passed over.

Some ninety years ago, Heinertz (1927: 92–95) resurrected Grimm’s 
etymology and expressed doubts about the borrowing of Go. liuga 
‘marriage’ from Celtic (why should the Goths have needed a foreign word 
for such an institution?) and preferred to speak of related forms. He also 
believed that he had discovered an Old High German cognate of the Gothic 
noun liuga (Bavarian lugi, part of the compound wanclugi; not recognized 
in EWAHD). Heinertz knew Wood’s publication and justifiably objected 
to it as an exercise in formal linguistics that had no base in the customs of 
the Middle Ages. After re-examining the Gothic words related to liugan ‘to 
marry’, he returned to Grimm’s conclusion that the root’s basic meaning 
was indeed ‘to conceal, veil’. He also made an important remark that in the 
past, marriage did not presuppose an exchange of vows, but, surprisingly, 
added a long note (p. 33) about the ceremony of swearing oaths.

This, then, is the reconstruction I would like to offer. 1) It is misleading 
to gloss Old Germanic *liugan as ‘to lie, distort the truth, tell falsehoods’; 
originally, the verb meant ‘to hide, veil; conceal or deal with unrevealed 
evidence’ (a legal term). Perhaps reference to something hidden, even 
arcane, can be detected in the Finnish word for “incantations,” cited by 
Bubrikh (see above). The most ancient sense of liugan may even have had 
its roots in magical practices, in asking the spirits or the gods to disclose 
what is hidden (mere guessing, as Skeat was wont to say). In Gothic, judging 
by Wulfila’s rendering of Greek, the later (modern) meaning prevailed, but 
in Old Icelandic, the legal sense was still partly extant.
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2) Liugan ‘to marry’ referred to the veiling of the bride. Consequently, 
from the etymological point of view, we observe the reflexes of the same 
proto-meaning. There is no way of knowing whether Wulfila’s Goths were 
aware of the connection. They lived long before those who composed the 
eddic lays and might have taken the unity of liugan1 and liugan2 in stride. 
In any case, the clash of the meanings that disturbs us did not inconvenience 
them, just as the coexistence of “prove, affirm” and “convict, find guilty” 
in the verb sanna did not inconvenience the speakers of Old Icelandic 
and as the Romans did not mind having the adjective sacer ‘sacred’ and 
‘accursed’.

3) No evidence points to the idea that millennia ago, the bride and the 
bridegroom exchanged vows of the for better, for worse or any other type. 
Marriage was a bargain and needed “oaths” in the form of testimony on both 
sides. 4) The bridge from “concealment” to the Baltic sense “to request; 
plead, beg for” is harder to draw. We ask for things we don’t possess, that 
is, for something hidden from us. Perhaps this is how the Germanic and 
the Baltic words are connected. In any case, it is most unlikely that the 
Baltic and the Slavic words are unrelated, even though no Slavic cognate of 
Russian lgat’ means “to ask for”: the references are invariably negative. Yet 
the idea that because of the outwardly incompatible senses the Germanic 
word has a substrate origin, as reasoned in some works of the Leiden school, 
has minimal appeal. Surely, Germanic speakers did not need an indigenous 
word for either “marriage” or “suppressed testimony.” Cf. also point 2, 
above. 5) Gothic liugan was a denominative verb, derived from the noun 
liuga. Elsewhere (in West Germanic and Old Norse) its cognates belonged 
to the second strong class. Strangely, our most authoritative books never 
discuss this discrepancy. It is possible that outside Gothic, a noun like liu-
ga also existed (as pointed out, Heinertz argued that he had excavated Old 
Bavarian lugi). When it dropped out of the languages, the verb aligned 
itself with the second class.

In sum, Jacob Grimm seems to have been right, as he was most of 
the time. 

Festschriften are a special genre: they needn’t be too serious. 
Therefore, I would like to finish my paper with two English phrases that 
turned up in my never-ending search for books, articles, and notes on the 
origin and history of words. 1) “Ask no questions, an’ you’ll get no lies.” 
Goldsmith already knew a variant of it. 2) “A fact is a lie and a half.” 
Presumably, this saying means that no fact, or array of facts, can convey a 
true impression if other facts are kept out of sight (Notes and Queries 9/iii, 
1899: 157 and 11/ix, 1914: 170). Also, Albert Einstein is reported to have 
said (I have not seen the source): “All people lie, but there is no danger in 
it, for nobody is listening anyway.”
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Summary. 

Anatoly Liberman

Both “truth” and “lie” were once legal terms. “Lie” designated 
unrevealed or undemonstrable information, not distortion of truth. 
This fact gets support in the fact that Gothic had two verbs: liugan 
‘to lie’ and liugan ‘to marry’. It is argued that they go back to the 
same etymon meaning ‘to veil’: lying presupposed veiling the truth, 
while at a wedding the bride was veiled.

Key words: truth, lie, etymology, change of meaning, veiling, 
Icelandic, Gothic.


